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Abstract 

 

The aim of this thesis is to analyze the procedures applied in regional dialect translation 

from Japanese to English, and the shift of stereotype traits due to localization. To 

achieve this, I base my research around the notion of yakuwarigo „role language‟ for 

stereotypical traits in fictionalised orality (Kinsui, 2003). I focus on a specific southern 

dialect in Japan known as the Hakata dialect. Usage of this dialect has been popularized 

in recent popular media, which is why I take the Japanese manga „comic book‟ called 

Nisekoi „False Love‟ (Komi, 2011-2016) as material for my case study. The manga has 

two existing translations, one by the official publisher VIZ Media (2014-2018), and one 

by several unofficial translation groups known as scanlators (2011-2016).  The case 

study consists out of two separate comparative analyses. The first analysis is in regards 

to the translation procedures applied by the different translators of the manga, mainly at 

what kind of eye dialect was adapted throughout the whole series. The second analysis 

is in regards to the transference of the stereotypical traits that were present in the 

original Japanese version to the English versions. This analysis is done through 

empirical research by means of a survey; one for native and fluent Japanese speakers; 

one for native and fluent English speakers. Through these comparative analyses, I 

would like to expand on the notion of regional dialect as role language and the effects of 

translation thereof. 

 

Keywords: Hakata dialect, role language, manga translation, localization, linguistic 

stereotypes, popular media, Southern American English  
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1. Introduction 

Throughout the years the market for Japanese manga „comics‟ and anime „animated 

series‟ has expanded worldwide, with shops popping up in countries such as the 

Netherlands, dedicated to solely selling Japanese popular media. Japanese language 

learners often pick up manga and anime as a supplementary tool to develop their 

reading and listening comprehension, and is proven to be advantageous for literacy 

development (Fukunaga, 2006). Developments like these increase the demand for 

localization, which involves translating a product in accordance to the target language‟s 

cultural values. However, translation comes with many difficulties. Popular media in 

particular often features language patters that are different from hyōjungo, „standard 

language‟. One of these characteristics is invented speech patterns that create a certain 

stereotype, a process known as yakuwarigo „role language‟ (Kinsui, 2003). According to 

Hiramoto (2010), regional dialects can function as role language to assign stereotypical 

traits to imaginary characters. If that is the case, to what degree is a rural dialect 

established as role language, and how do these stereotypical attributes get localized to 

English?  

 The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the study on regional dialect as role 

language by analyzing the stereotype traits and translation procedures that are present in 

the translation of this type of popular media. In order to achieve this, I opted to use a 

manga and its translations as case study. Due to thesis limitations, this case study does 

not include the phonetic variations in dialect such as the different pitch accent. First, I 

will compare and analyze the translations of all instances of the southern Hakata dialect 

in the manga called Nisekoi, written by Naoshi Komi (2011-2016). I will be looking at 

two different translations: VIZ Media is responsible for the official English translation; 

however, there are unofficial online translations provided by individual groups, known 

as scanlators. There are three characters that mainly speak in the Hakata dialect, two of 

whom show signs of code-switching, which is an extra factor to be taken into account 

by the translators.  

To further research on the transference of stereotype traits, I follow up with a 

survey polling native and fluent Japanese speakers to sketch an image on the dialect 

used in the original Japanese version. Then, a similar survey will be held for native and 

fluent English speakers to sketch an image based on the dialect used in the translated 

versions. A thorough comparative analysis will provide information on the 

translatability of regional dialect in popular media. My hypothesis is that the Hakata 

dialect will be used as a role language to indicate a sort of countryside dialect, and it 

will be similarly reflected as a countryside dialect in a domesticized English translation.  
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 With the results of this thesis I would like to add to the research on Japanese 

regional dialects as role language, providing a dialect other than the previously 

researched Kansai dialect as role language, shedding light on the notion of inaka kotoba 

(Kansai, 2003, p. 54-62), and put the dialect usage within popular media in a larger 

framework. I also hope that this thesis will be of help to those who have encountered 

issues in translation procedures in regards to dialect translation in popular media. 

 

2. Background  

2.1. Types of Yakuwarigo „Role Language‟ 

Role language is a term invented by Kinsui. In his book Virtual Japanese: The 

Mysteries of Role Language (2003:205), he states that we can speak of role language in 

two different scenarios. The former describes a situation where we imagine a certain 

character type depending on the speech style that was used. The latter describes a 

situation from the opposite perspective, where a person is expected to use a specific 

speech style to accommodate for his character type. The speech style is evaluated by 

elements such as vocabulary, grammar, expressions and intonation, and correlates to 

one‟s character type in terms of age, gender, occupation, social class, era, personality, 

amongst others. Thus, role language is often deployed as a tool to create stereotypes in 

popular media (Kinsui, 2008).  

In Japanese, these role languages often feature character specific copulae, first-

person pronouns and final particle variations. The book by Kinsui introduces us to a few 

patterns. First, we have a speech style that is often used by old men called rōjingo 

„language of the elderly‟. This style is reminiscent of the Kamigata dialect, which was 

the former standard language before it shifted to the Edo dialect in the Edo period. The 

same style is often also referred to as hakasego „language of doctors‟, as it is commonly 

used by doctors in popular media, regardless of their age. Therefore this speech style 

adds the element of wisdom, but not necessarily the element of old age.  

Secondly, role language can also be based on gender, e.g. danseigo „male 

language‟ and joseigo „female language‟. Macho male language is characterized with 

rough and vulgar speech patterns, often giving the character a rude stereotype. On the 

other hand is female language, also known as teyodawa kotoba, a speech style that ends 

on sentence finishing particles such as teyo and dawa. This speech style gives a female 

character a high-class lady-like stereotype.  

Another pattern includes pidgin Japanese to stereotype a character from China, 

due to historical working relations in Japan; this is called aruyo role language. All in all, 

we can see that most of these role languages originate from older Japanese speech styles 
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that might not be spoken in this generation, but are still applicable for stereotyping 

characters in fiction. 

 

2.2. The Kansai Dialect and the Hakata Dialect Stereotype 

Usage of regional dialect as a role language type is an option for Japanese popular 

media. Currently, there is one dialect that has been subjected to a lot of research as role 

language: the Kansai dialect. This dialect is located in the west-central area of the main 

island of Japan and features several grammatical distinctions, including a variant of the 

copula da to ja or ya, and different conjugations for certain verbs and negative forms. 

Another difference is in regards to the Japanese accent system, the pitch-accent; 

however, I will not cover this area in this thesis. The dialect is often connected to 

manzai, a traditional style of stand-up comedy (Kinsui, 2003). For this reason, the 

speech style is commonly associated with a character speaking in a Kansai dialect is 

often in humorous in nature, joking around in a similar fashion as a manzai play.  

In more recent literature, Kinsui (2011, p. 11-12), states that besides the “mixed 

dialect” containing a mixture of dialects to separate a side character from a main 

character, there are stereotype traits specific to certain Japanese dialects as well. In 

general, usage of regional dialect has the stereotypical traits of being simple, vulgar, 

uneducated and relaxed. In regards to region specific traits: Tohoku is associated with 

being patient; Kyoto is associated with being elegant and/or mean; Osaka as being 

cheerful, honest, stingy and/or talkative; Kyushu as being energetic and chivalrous; 

Okinawa as being happy, and specifically lazy for men and responsible for women. 

Indeed, regional dialect does feature stereotyping and there have been recent 

cases where Japanese speakers purposefully adopt a dialect for these fictional 

stereotypical traits, also known as hōgen kosupure „dialect costume play‟ (Tanaka, 

2011). One of the dialects that has been gaining popularity over the years is the Hakata 

dialect, prominent in the southern island of Japan called Kyushu. In recent years, 

regional dialect in Japan has been stereotyped in popular media to depict cuteness, with 

the Hakata dialect often highlighted as an example. One thesis evaluated the dialect as 

the “cutest in Japan” based on native Japanese speakers‟ comments on videos containing 

dialect (Rodriguez, 2018), whereas another empirical thesis on Japanese language 

attitudes showed that students from Tokyo University applied the stereotypical traits of 

low education, friendliness, honesty, and „sociably attractiveness‟ to people speaking in 

Hakata dialect, in comparison to the Tokyo dialect (Perger, 2017). 

In terms of syntax, southern Japanese dialects harbor more archaic grammatical 

constructions due to their distance from the both the older capital of Heian and the 
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present day capital of Tokyo. This can be seen in the split of the aspectual expression –

teiru to a distinctive subsidiary progressive verb –yoru and the subsidiary continuous 

verb –toru in the Nagasaki dialect (Watanabe, 1999); this is also present in the 

neighboring Hakata dialect. Other unique syntactic traits include: the attributive form of 

an i-adjective that normally ends on –i in hyōjungo turning into –ka; the topic marker 

wa turning into ba; the emphatic sentence ending particle yo turning into bai; the 

interrogative sentence turning into particle ka or no turning into to; the conjunctive 

particle kedo or any alternative being replaced with batten; the conjunctive particle kara 

being replaced with ken. Due to its connotation of being far away from the center of 

Japan, it might gain stereotype traits based on originating from the countryside, which is 

why I use Hakata dialect for my rural dialect role language hypothesis. 

 

2.3. Role Language in English 

Role language is not limited to Japanese. Yamaguchi (2007) compared role languages in 

Japanese and English and mentions four methods of applying role languages in English. 

The first and most common method is through the use of eye language, which means 

writing non-standard English spelling to represent non-standard pronunciation. Writing 

wimmin for „women‟, or ain‟t for „isn‟t‟ indicates that a character‟s speech is either 

dialectal, foreign or uneducated (Walpole, 1974). The second method is by using 

stereotyped pidgin varieties, which often comes in the form of unconjugated verbs and 

omitted articles to show an insufficient control of the English language. The third 

method is by manipulating personal pronouns. Teshigawara & Kinsui (2011) gives an 

example from the book Harry Potter, where one of the characters, Dobby, talks to 

himself and the listener by name in third-person instead of using the first and second-

person pronoun accordingly. The fourth and final method is by means of phonological 

manipulation. Teshigawara & Kinsui mention the use of baby-talk where young infants 

are not able to construe certain consonants yet, which ends up in a unique muddled 

speech style. All in all, regional dialects are the most common role language type in 

other languages than Japanese (Hosokawa, 2010).  

 

2.4. The Southern American English Dialect Stereotype 

Similar to the Kansai dialect speech style in Japanese being associated with certain 

characteristics in popular media, eye dialect in English can be associated to different 

characteristics depending on the regional dialect that has been applied. One of the 

dialects that I would like to cover in this thesis is the Southern American English (SAE) 

dialect that is known for its character traits.  According to Wolfram and Shilling-Estes‟ 
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book on dialects and variation in American English (1998), English native speakers who 

would hear a Southern accent do not only identify the speaker originating from a 

Southern dialect region, but they may also automatically assign, often than not 

unconsciously, character traits to the speaker. Traits that they have given as example 

range from positive ones such as warmth, honesty and hospitality, to negative ones such 

as poverty and lack of intelligence. Speakers that are aware of these traits may opt to 

acquire them or drop them freely, such as deciding not to use double negatives to avoid 

the connotation to low education. 

 Due to the nature of eye dialect, a lot of non-standard spelling is accounted to 

represent the change of pronunciation in the English dialects. However, some of the 

non-standard spelling is very apparent in representing the Southern American English 

dialects in particular. Some of these include the monophthongization of /ay/ to [a:], the 

usage of the completive auxiliary verb done, the second person plural pronoun you all 

that is contracted to y‟all, the dropping of final consonants, and the so-called Southern 

Vowel Shift. I will look at more of these features in the analytical part of the case study. 

  

2.5. Translation Strategies and Procedures 

Recent studies have been quite extensive on the subject of translation strategies. For 

English translations, there has been a focus on the terminology „domestication‟ and 

„foreignization‟ (Venuti, 2008). He looks at the role and the „invisibility‟ of the 

translation and translator from an Anglo-American cultural background. Foreignization 

implies that a translation remains true to the cultural values of the original text. This 

means it is scaled towards a literal translation trying to maintain the original source text. 

For instance, a translator could opt for a direct borrowing for honorific suffixes in 

Japanese, leaving them untranslated due to no existing direct equivalent in English 

speech. One could also opt for a descriptive equivalent, such as literally translating 

figurative proverbs to English with an added note of what the English semantic 

equivalent would be. However, this would “require more work on the part of the reader 

to learn about the circumstances of the original production in order to make sense of the 

translation” (LaPlante, 2008, 35). 

On the contrary, domestication implies that a translation is most comprehendible 

by the reader‟s cultural values. This means it is scaled towards a liberal translation 

trying to maintain the original source meaning.  Venuti argues that domestication is 

dominating in the British and American translation culture. For instance, a giant 

Japanese rice ball was vocally and visually turned into a giant sandwich in the 4Kids 

localization of the animation series Pokémon, a decision that was taken due to the fact 
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that consumers would be unfamiliar with rice balls in the target region. However, this 

was met with heavy criticism. Thus, a translator would need to decide the right balance 

between foreignization, keeping the culture references true to the original, and 

domestication, getting the semantic meaning across (Brownlee and Bryce, 2009). 

 

2.6. Scanlations 

The variation of translation can differ a lot especially when it comes to manga. One of 

the terms I‟d like to highlight is scanlation, a portmanteau of „scan‟ and „translation‟. 

Before Japanese comic books are licensed and officially translated and distributed by a 

localization company, they are often distributed on the Internet by fans who voluntary 

translate these works from Japanese to English. In other words, fans scan the pages, and 

replace the text with the English translation accordingly.  

 

3. Literature Review 

3.1. Role Language as a Subset of Character Language 

In the paper Role Language and Character Language, Kinsui and Yamakido (2015) 

discuss whether a peculiar speech style assigned to a certain character in fiction should 

be categorized as a broader class called character language. They suggest that the role 

language, based on social and cultural stereotypes, is a subset of character language.  

They argue that the definition of Kinsui‟s framework on role language lacks in 

three perspectives. The first problem is about how many individuals need to be part of 

the collective memory that associates language features with a certain character type. 

The second problem is what kind of attributes can be linked to role language features; 

these were later thoroughly examined in Kinsui‟s The Concise Dictionary of Role 

Language (2014). In short, he divides role language into six subgroups: gender, 

age/generation, social class/occupation, religion/nationality/ethnicity, pre-modern and 

imaginary creature. If we are going by these subgroups, my research would fall under 

the fourth, arguably classifying Hakata dialect as rural language. Finally, the last 

problem is to what extent the character type attributes correlate to the applied role 

language. Kinsui argues that a character has to behave according to the implied 

stereotypes that are connected to the role. This is what they give as example, which is 

perfectly within the range of my research question: 

(1) A speaker who speaks a rural language is not only a rural person (= the primary 

stereotype), but is also portrayed as having other stereotypical attributes of a 

person from the country: unsophisticated, uneducated and gullible. A character 

who speaks a rural role language but does not behave like a "rural person" does 
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not represent a typical example of how that role language is used. 

       (Kinsui & Yamakido, 2015) 

In the example of (1), I cannot help myself but question whether these stereotypes of 

“unsophisticated”, “uneducated” and “gullible” are set in stone. Is it impossible for role 

language to shift over time? In chapter 2.2 we can see that the Hakata dialect has taken 

newer stereotypical trait of cuteness as a sort of role language, but this would not have 

been a typical representation of the dialect for the average “rural person”. Where do we 

draw the line between deciding it is a role language or a more general character 

language? 

Sadanobu (2011) originally coined the term character language, and is now used 

to separate four representative types of speech styles, 1. Restricted Role Language, 2. 

Role Language Shifted Outside of Its Social or Cultural Groups, 3. Regional Diolect 

Employed to Represent a Character‟s Personality and 4. Unique Character Language.  I 

would like to further expand on the third notion in particular. Similar to what is stated in 

Kinsui (2003), the theory behind regional dialect used as role language is that the story 

or typically minor character is from a region that speaks non-standard Japanese. This 

true in my case study, where two Hakata dialect speakers are considered minor, and 

while one of the main characters also speaks in this dialect; it is only shown shortly due 

to code-switching. They also mention that these characters do not typically speak with a 

strong accent so that the readers can still understand and identify themselves in the 

characters. One can argue, however, that younger generations of Japanese native 

speakers do not show strong accent in their daily lives either, so perhaps this is not 

limited to dialect as role language. Therefore, I included questions in regards to the 

dialect usage in popular media in my survey for native Japanese speakers. Kinsui and 

Yamakido added an example where the regional dialect of Aizu in Fukushima was used 

to define a character‟s personality throughout the story but not necessarily keeping the 

stereotype connotations linked to it. This sounds like a very specific scenario and the 

interpretation can be quite ambigious. Since they say that she retained the dialect as a 

symbolic way of holding on to the strong spirit she had acquired, what if this strong 

spirit is the stereotype linked to the dialect?  

 This type also links back to prior chapters I have covered about the Hakata 

dialect stereotype traits. Kinsui (2011) mentions of energetic and chivalrous as 

stereotypical for Kyushu dialect, but is that really the case? It could be that 

developments in dialect usage such as the aforementioned hōgen kosupure (Tanaka, 

2011) cause a shift in dialect impressions. I feel like a deeper look into these stereotype 

attributes will be needed in the survey. 
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3.2. Translation of Japanese Popular Media 

There have been several translation studies on Japanese popular media. One of these 

studies is a master thesis revolving around the foreignization and domestication in the 

translation of verbal and visual text in the Japanese manga called Azumanga Daioh 

(Hover, 2014). This series features a supporting character speaking in the Osaka dialect, 

one of the major dialects in the Kansai region. Unsurprisingly, the language use in 

translation was largely domesticated, as Venuti (2008) described. They feature eye 

language; slurring her speech by using non-standard spelling. What is surprisingly, 

however, is the fact that the official localizations of this series translated this character‟s 

speech style to different English versions.  

The ADV Manga translation gave the character a Brooklyn accent, to which 

Hover argued it might be because both these dialects are stereotyped with being loud, 

rude and uneducated (Hendrickson, 2000; Hiramoto, 2010). However, as Hover only 

covered the first volume of the series, they did not realize that this dialect actually 

changed later on, perhaps due to a different translator. The Yen Press translation, as well 

as the ADV Manga translation later on, gave her a Southern American English accent, 

which might be because they are “easily recognizable” and are associated with business-

oriented cities and a country image (Hendrickson, 2000; Azuma, 2009). Yen Press does 

add translation notes explaining stereotypical traits that might have gone lost in 

translation. The scanlation by fans, i.e. the unofficial translation, did not feature any eye 

language, neutralizing her speech but writing translation notes to compensate. Hover 

prefers this more foreignized translation, and mentions that the traits of the Kansai 

dialect do not align with the traits of the localized dialects in the official translation. 

This is the core issue with dialect translation which I would like to research. While it is 

true that this kind of English eye dialect might imply an unintended trait such as a lack 

of education, and that a trait such as the stinginess of the Osaka dialect stereotype might 

get lost, I would say that a neutralized translation loses more traits in a comparative 

analysis. It is important to seek the right balance between domestication and 

foreignization in popular media when localizing dialects. 

 There has also been an in-depth translation role language study on the game 

Bokujō Monogatari: Hajimari no Daichi (Benediktsdottir, 2015), however, apparently 

there was no English role language by Yamaguchi‟s definitions found in the translation. 

Unfortunately, the author of the thesis was unable to research the characters that spoke 

in regional dialects due to time constraints. Nevertheless, we can derive from this 

information that this is another case of a neutralizing translation.  
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3.3. Conclusion 

Due to the recent developments in role language, a new framework of categorization is 

needed. However, the difference between role language and character language seems to 

be ambiguous and could be interpreted in many ways. The Kansai dialect does seem to 

pass as a role language: the speech style is used by characters from the Kansai region 

and they have stereotypes that are linked to them. Simply speaking, when researching 

whether the analyzed Hakata dialect is considered as a defined role language, or is just 

purely used for a character‟s personality disregarding the stereotype traits, what is 

stereotypical and what is not? This thesis will try to see to what extent the Hakata 

dialect is recognized as a role language in Japanese popular media, and what 

stereotypical traits it gets attributed. 

 In translation, a dialect is localized in either a domesticating or foreignizing 

manner. However, which is the best method? It is interesting how the supporting 

character from Azumanga Daioh has three different kind of translations allocated to her 

speech style through different translations, with even a difference in the localized 

dialect. Domestication seems to be the dominating choice in Anglo-American culture 

according to Venuti, yet Hover personally preferred a neutralized translation. Finding 

the balance is one of the goals of this thesis.  

 

 

4. Case Study: Nisekoi in Translation 

In order to answer the questions raised throughout the thesis, I will research the 

instances of the Hakata dialect spoken by three characters in the manga series called 

Nisekoi by Naoshi Komi. The case study consists out of two components: a comparative 

analysis of the dialects used between the original Japanese version and the two English 

translations, and an empirical analysis of the stereotypes traits of the dialect that are 

envisioned by the reader in each respective language.  

4.1.Introduction to Nisekoi  

(2) Love triangle! Comedic antics!! Gang warfare?! You won't want to miss out on 

Shonen Jump's laugh-out-loud feel-good manga series! It's hate at first sight 

when Raku Ichijo first meets Chitoge Kirisaki. But much to their chagrin, the 

two are forced into a false love relationship to keep the peace between their 

feuding gangster families.           

(Komi, official translation, 2014-2018) 
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Nisekoi is a manga series about Raku Ichijo, a high school student who ends up 

infatuated with three different girls who have met him ten years ago during childhood. It 

is a slice-of-life series with slow character development throughout the 25 volumes. I 

have chosen this series as my case study as it is one of the more recent manga that has 

characters speaking in Hakata dialect, a dialect that has become quite popular 

throughout these last few years.  

The first character appearing in the series who speaks in Hakata dialect is 

Marika Tachibana. She is one of the three main female characters of the series. She 

grew up with a Hakata dialect during her childhood, but due to certain events in the past 

she adapted a teyodawa „middleclass women role language‟ speech style ten years later. 

Whenever she becomes emotional or talks to other characters from the Kyushu region, 

she code-switches between these two speech styles. I considered this code-switching as 

a beneficial factor for this case study as the translators have more of an incentive to 

apply some sort of eye language in English instead of neutralizing the speech without 

any kind of dialect. 

 The second character speaking in Hakata dialect is the father of Marika, Gen 

Tachibana. He plays a minor role as the head of the Police Department, interrupting the 

relation between Marika and the main male character Raku Ichijo by mobilizing police 

forces as means of overprotection. Gen did not speak in a regional dialect until he 

became emotional in a dialogue with the main male character. Following that event, he 

keeps using dialect throughout the scenes he is featured in. 

 The third character speaking in Hakata dialect is a former classmate of Marika, 

Mikage Shinohara. In contrary to the first two characters, Mikage does not code-switch 

at all, and as a result, most utterances of Hakata dialect are from this character despite 

only appearing in three out of 25 volumes. She is defined as acting like an old man, 

which has to be taken in accordance as character role language besides the dialect role 

language. 

An anime adaptation of this series exists as well, featuring two of the three 

characters speaking in the dialect. However, there is only a scarce amount of data to be 

extracted from this media in terms of dialect. Due to the limits of this thesis, it will only 

assess the written dialogue of the dialects in the manga; prosody such as the change in 

pitch-accent, and the translation through subtitles affected by space limitation and short 

visibility are not covered. 
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4.2. Methodology for Part A 

The comparative analysis of dialect translation is made by looking at translation 

strategies and procedures applied by the translators in their attempt to localize the 

Hakata dialect to English. Data collection is done by going through the Japanese manga 

and copying all textboxes that contain the Hakata dialect. I use the framework by Vinay 

and Darbelnet (2004:128-37) to identify the two general translation strategies taken by 

translators, direct translation versus oblique translation. A direct translation would be 

synonymous to a literal translation, which is a strategy adopted in the case of 

foreignization; an oblique translation would be synonymous to a free translation, which 

is a strategy adopted in the case of domestication. Translators make use of certain 

translation procedures that fit their strategy. Thus, in order to research the translation 

strategies taken by the two different translations, I apply some of the translation 

procedures proposed by Newmark (1988) (see Appendix E for the full list). 

 Since role language is mostly translated as eye dialect in English, there are only 

a few procedures applicable on which I will focus: Transference, the direct transfer of a 

SL (source language) word to a TL (target language) text; Naturalization, adapted 

transfer to standard morphology of TL; Cultural equivalent, replacing a cultural-bound 

term from the SL with a fitting TL one. A case study on the translation of a Punjabi 

dialect to English showed different sorts of registers in vocabulary (Munday, 2016). 

These included archaic insults (wretched dog!), reference points of rural life (oaf), and 

modern or mock-American expletives. In my analysis I have generalized these 

procedures into two different categories: eye dialect versus neutralization. All TT 

translations that show a form of non-standard English, or make explicit use of 

vocabulary that is different in register compared to the original ST are categorized as 

eye dialect. Otherwise, they are categorized as neutralized translations. 

 To research what counts as eye dialect for Southern American English I use the 

list of grammatical features of southern speech varieties that are summarized by Nagle 

& Sanders (2003), as well as keeping the „Southern drawl‟ in mind (e.g. the 

monophthongization of /ay/ to [a:]), which may lead to non-standard spelling (see 

Appendix F). 

  

4.3. Methodology for Part B 

The empirical analysis of stereotype transfer is done by holding two identical surveys, 

one in English for native English speakers and one in Japanese for Japanese native 

speakers. The surveys contain eleven separate pages taken from the manga that have 

instances of dialect spoken – not necessarily the case in English – by one of the three 
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characters. Following the page, there is a list of stereotype traits the respondents can 

choose from; these are all the regional dialect role language stereotypes mentioned in 

Kinsui (2011), the more recent „cute‟ stereotype (Perger, 2017) as well as an option to 

write down a stereotype that was not in this list. After the eleven pages, respondents are 

asked to gauge their overall image on the respective dialect speech style in the manga 

using the aforementioned list. Other questions include whether the original dialect felt 

natural to native speakers of the dialect, whether their image of the character would 

change if another dialect was used instead, and whether Kinsui‟s notion of “energetic” 

and “chivalrous” match their own image. The English survey features an extra question 

on selecting which translation was more preferred (see Appendix A and B).  

After collecting the data from these surveys, I compare the results between the 

most picked traits per manga page and the overall image of the respective dialects. 

Through this comparative analysis, I analyze the differences and similarities of the 

dialects and other important findings. 

 

5. Part A: Translation Analysis 

Throughout the whole series, I recorded 312 textboxes of Hakata dialect, mainly from 

the three characters that originate from the area. I copied the respective English 

translations by VIZ Media and the scanlations side-by-side for comparison. 

 

5.1. Foreignization versus Domestication 

The first level of analysis I would like to highlight is the notion of foreignization versus 

domestication. I find it hard to classify dialect translation under strictly one or the other 

translation strategy. The reason for this is because the way dialect is reflected is 

different between the SL and the TL. While it is true that both dialects can be labeled as 

eye dialect through non-standard spelling, the Japanese dialect in popular media seems 

to rely more heavily on changes in syntax in comparison to English regional dialect. 

This shift makes a functional equivalent translation of altered syntax not as plausible. To 

exemplify, here is an excerpt from one of the pages. 

 

(3) Yo-ka*   yōyatto* hara=ba*  wari-yot*-ta=ka  

Good-ADJ finally  stomach=ACC  to.divide-PRG-PST=Q 

„Good. You‟re finally speaking heart-to-heart.‟ 

VIZ Media: Good. You're finally being straight with me. 

Scanlation: Good. You're finally talking to me man-to-man. 

(Appendix C, volume 5, chapter 37) 
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In (3), the Japanese sentence features four instances of non-standard Japanese, marked 

with asterisks. The adjective ii „good‟ changed its continuative form to yoka, yōyatto is a 

portmanteau of two synonyms yōyaku and yatto „finally‟, ba is derived from the ba in 

the classical Japanese accusative case particle woba whereas modern Japanese retained 

the wo, and the older progressive auxiliary yoru is used as opposed to the modern teiru. 

Both translations went for a naturalizing translation, showing no signs of eye dialect. 

Good could have been rewritten as Goo‟ by reducing the final consonant cluster, 

nevertheless it is not the same syntactical change between the SL and the TL. Similarly, 

there is no equivalent to the postpositional accusative case marker in English to reflect 

this change; domestication is perhaps the only way to keep dialect intact.  

 

(4) Soi*=de nashite* kogan*    tokoro i-ru=n*  kai=na* 

That=CONJ why    this        place to.be-NPST=NMLZ Q=SFP 

„So, why are you here?‟ 

VIZ Media:  So whatcha doin' here? 

Scanlation:   So whya here'na place like dis? 

(Appendix C, volume 11, chapter 95, excerpt #1) 

 

However, if we look past the syntax and look purely at non-standard writing, we can 

achieve a fair amount of equivalence of the eye dialect as seen in (4). Here, relaxed 

pronunciation is adopted to reflect the majority of non-standard Japanese words. Note 

that the non-standard spelling in this example is not specifically allocated to a specific 

dialect, which may cause a shift in register.  

 

5.2. Southern American English Eye Dialect 

The second level of analysis is determining the specific dialect used by the translators. 

To achieve this, I looked at characteristics from various English dialects, primarily using 

the appendix of American English (Wolfram & Schelling-Estes, 1998, p. 323-344). I 

came across numerous grammatical features that are primarily used in the southern parts 

of the United States. For instance, in the following example, both VIZ Media and the 

scanlation used the second person plural pronoun y‟ all in their translation. 

 

(5) Minna  hyōjungo  tsuka-ttor*-u=bai*  

Everyone standard.language to.use-CONT-NPST=SFP 

Dorama=demo mi-yō*   ki=no            su-tto*=yo 

TV.drama=EMP.ACC to.watch-PRG.NPST feeling=NOM to.do-CONT=SFP 
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„Everyone‟s using standard Japanese! It feels as if I‟m watching a TV drama!‟ 

VIZ Media:  Wow! Y'all talk so nicely! It's like livin' in a movie! 

Scanlation: Y'all use standard Japanese! Feels like I'm inna drama or 

somethin'! 

     (Appendix C, volume 11, chapter 95, excerpt #2)  

 

I have tabulated all instances of Southern American English eye dialect into a single 

table for clarity. Dialect features that had zero hits on either translation are omitted. 

 

Table 1. Amount of Southern American English Eye Dialect Features 

 
 

As we can see from the Table (1) here, VIZ media takes a different translation strategy 

compared to the scanlations. The scanlation mostly applies eye dialect in the sense of 

relaxed pronunciation and final cluster removal, giving a more general slurred image of 

a non-standard English speech style. However, it adapted a lot of changes in vowel 

giving aligning with the Southern Vowel Shift (e.g. for becomes fer, you becomes ye). 

In contrast, VIZ media relied less on eye dialect, but more often used old lexicon, 

similar to points mentioned by Munday (2016), such as gals, brawlin‟, pa, and dayum. 

 

5.3. Eye Dialect versus Neutralization 

The third level of analysis is the decision-making between translating the Hakata dialect 

with eye dialect and dropping the dialect completely. As seen in example (3), not all 

instances of Hakata dialect are translated by the translators. The following is a pair of 

tables showing how many textboxes per volume were localized with eye dialect and 

how many were neutralized. Table 2 is in regards to the VIZ Media translations; Table 3 

is in regards to the scanlation translations. The majorities are colored in red and bolded. 

 

 

Eye Dialect VIZ Media Scanlation

g -dropping 33 89

Final consonant reduction 3 67

Unstressed initial syllable loss 8 28

Southern Vowel Shift 10 151

Monophthongization 3 1

Lexical item ain't 19 5

Second person plural form y'all 16 4

Completive auxiliary verb done 6 0

Other relaxed pronunciation 63 166
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Table 2. Eye Dialect versus Neutralization (VIZ Media) 

 

 

Table 3. Eye Dialect versus Neutralization (Scanlations) 

 

 

The VIZ Media starts off with a lot of eye dialect in the first half of the volumes, but 

neutralizes a lot more text in the latter half of the volumes. There are several 

explanations for this phenomenon. In the first few volumes, the dialect is primarily used 

when Marika and her father become enraged and start code-switching. There might be a 

stronger requirement to show a switch in speech style in the translation. Take volume 7 

as example. It features a recollection of the past where there was no code-switching 

happening yet, adding to the argument that it is more likely to be neutralized in a 

context where difference in speech style is not emphasized.  

 Volume 11 introduces the side character Mikage, who only speaks in dialect 

without code switching, and her dialect is quite thick as well; this is because the author 

designed her character to be like a perverted old man, and thus her speech style also 

contains parts of character language besides the regional dialect role language. The 

translator might have overly applied eye dialect to have readers get accustomed to her 

character and her stereotype traits.  

Volume Eye Dialect Neutralization Total

5 20 4 24

7 1 2 3

8 5 0 5

11 64 30 94

13 1 0 1

15 1 8 9

16 0 4 4

21 55 84 139

22 9 24 33

Total 156 156 312

Volume Eye Dialect Neutralization Total

5 5 19 24

7 1 2 3

8 5 0 5

11 91 3 94

13 1 0 1

15 9 0 9

16 4 0 4

21 104 35 139

22 21 12 33

Total 241 71 312
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 The reason I highlight volume 11 is because the subsequent volumes mostly 

have her talking in the same thick accent, yet suddenly it gets mostly naturalized 

instead. Considering the density of the dialect usage, covering half of the instances in 

just the last two volumes, it might have been the translator‟s decision to bring the 

message across instead of staying faithful to the thick dialect. In other words, there was 

a translation policy to forego dialect in favor of an easier readable translation. 

Incidentally, it is purely coincidental that there are equally as many textboxes 

with eye dialect as there are neutralized textboxes, and I do not believe this was a 

conscious decision by the translator. 

Meanwhile, the scanlations primarily went with eye dialect aside from the first 

few volumes. The reason for the first two volumes being seemingly out of place is 

because the scanlation had different teams working on the series throughout the years. 

In other words, volume 5, 7 and 8 had different translators compared to the translator 

from 11 onwards. The first translators likely decided to neutralize the dialect due to the 

cultural offset that is bound to occur when localizing it with another dialect. 

Surprisingly, these volumes did not have a disclaimer or note on the code-switching. 

Part B of this research will see whether readers prefer a naturalized translation over a 

translation with various degrees of eye dialect. 
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6. Part B: Stereotype Analysis 

In this chapter I will post the results of the two identical surveys that polled native 

Japanese and native English speakers about their image on the dialect used in the manga 

in their own respective language. First, I will look at the general image between the 

different dialects and their respective allocated stereotype traits per page, followed by a 

comparison of the individual pages. Structure of the surveys can be found under 

Appendix A and B; a glossing of the individual sentences that contained dialect can be 

found under Appendix C.  

 In regards to respondent statistics: there were 43 native Japanese respondents 

and 47 English respondents, of which 26 native.  Most respondents were around 20 to 

34 years old (77% of the Japanese respondents, 87% of the English respondents). The 

large majority (>90%) of both groups were familiar with the respective dialects they 

were going to read. 

 

6.1. Overall Stereotype of Dialect  

The strongest stereotype traits listed in relation to the Hakata dialect in the manga 

according to the Japanese respondents is akarui „cheerful‟ (93%), gōkai „energetic‟ 

(91%), otokogi „chivalrous‟ (84%), oshaberi „talkative‟ (81%) and kawaii „cute‟ (72%) 

(see Figure 3). When we look at only those who strongly agree, the list shifts a little: 

akarui „cheerful‟ (53%), gōkai „energetic‟ (44%), kawaii „cute‟ (33%), otokogi 

„chivalrous‟ (30%), and soboku „simple‟ (28%).  

 With both energetic and chivalrous in the top three of stereotype traits, the 

Hakata dialect indeed fits the regional dialect role language stereotypes that were listed 

by Kinsui (2011). However, I was surprised that the „chivalrous‟ stereotype is still very 

much prevalent in the statistics. This stereotype seems to be very much based on gender. 

If anything, it is likely that Kinsui only had male speakers as data, thus drawing 

conclusions that chivalrous is a general stereotype. 

 The main thing that differs from Kinsui‟s notion is that he placed the trait akarui 

as a primary trait for the Osaka dialect, i.e. part of the already existing Kansai dialect as 

role language. One could argue that this is because, similar to before, it is a female 

speaker speaking in the dialect. In that sense, perhaps „cheerful‟ is not strictly limited to 

the Osaka dialect, but a general all-round stereotype trait.  

The cute stereotype trait that has becoming increasingly popular seems to have 

manifested in these results as well, overtaking the chivalrous stereotype if we only look 

at the strongly agreeing results.  
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Figure 1. Stereotype Traits of Hakata Dialect in Japanese Manga 

 

Figure 2. Stereotype Traits of SAE Dialect in Translated English Manga 
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The stereotype traits found in the dialect in the translation of the manga shows very 

different results (see Figure 4). The top five most allocated traits are more spread out 

and very close to each other: honest (78.7%), talkative (78.7%), energetic (76.6%), 

cheerful (74.5%) and simple (70.2%). If we only look at only the top strongly agreeing 

responses, the top five stays the same but switches position to 1. Simple, 2. Talkative, 3. 

Energetic and Honest, 5. Cheerful. Besides chivalrous, the top characteristic traits are 

surprisingly similar, with four out of five scoring similarly high.  

 Some respondents contacted me with the notion that the word stereotype itself 

holds a negative nuance in many English speaking parts of the world, and it is generally 

frowned upon by the public to stereotype. Interestingly however, when I asked if the 

English and Japanese respondents would have a different image on the character given 

the case they were speaking in another dialect, both groups reacted very positively that 

it would be different (Japanese and English both 83%). Therefore, one striking 

conclusion you can derive from these graphs is that regional dialect role language has 

very strong effect on stereotyping in Japanese, and while seems to be some sort of 

regional dialect role language, this effect is a lot weaker in English. 

 

6.2. Dialect Stereotype per Page 

When looking at stereotype traits per page, it seems very apparent in the results that the 

allocation of cuteness and chivalrous in Japanese are also separated by gender. 

Chivalrous only reaches the top three in three out of eleven pages given, and two of 

them were the moments where the father was speaking. Similarly, whenever the father 

was talking, the cuteness trait was generally not selected.  

 Another point of interest is the long monologue by Mikage in chapter 182. In a 

monologue where it is hard to allocate stereotype traits based on just text and no action, 

the results are quite sporadic. This can be explained by the theory of Mikage using 

Hakata dialect as a character language as she grew up there, has a thick accent and has 

stereotype attributes already allocated to her without the need of dialect; Marika acts 

more according to the Kyushu dialect role language stereotype attributes. 

 

6.3. Other Results 

Amongst the respondents of the survey aimed for fluent English speakers, there was one 

native German speaker who was generous enough to provide me a German localized 

copy of the eleven pages I used in the survey. The German localization is created by the 

company called Kazé, a subsidiary of VIZ Media Europe. The retention of punctuation 

used in the original Japanese text bubbles tells me that this localization is not a product 
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of intermediary translation from the English version to German. With the help of native 

German speakers, I was able to confirm that the Japanese regional dialect was translated 

to a Low German regional language variation called Ruhrdeutsch. In chapter 8 of the 

book Yakuwarigo kenkyū no tenkai (Kinsui, 2011, p.153-170), the stereotypes allocated 

to regional dialect usage in German translations are “uneducated” and “old-fashioned”. 

It also seemed to have a made-up word “Schmutzwurst”, indicating that this might be in 

accordance with Kinsui‟s notion of the mixed made-up dialect. I did not hold a tertiary 

survey for fluent German speakers, but the few German speakers who did respond to 

my English survey all agreed to the “uneducated” stereotype trait being apparent in the 

German localization, as well as old words being used such as “flunsch”, confirming that 

the theory of this article in 2011 does hold true to this date.  

 Two-thirds of the Japanese respondents were from the Kyushu region, 

accustomed with the Hakata dialect. From these respondents, 40% replied that the 

dialect used in the manga was unnatural. In fact, the very first example page of volume, 

chapter 35 contains a grammatical error by the author himself, where the dialect specific 

accusative case particle ba replaced a nominative case particle ga, causing a syntax 

error. The translators were probably also not aware of this, but it shows that the author 

himself might also not be too familiar when he chose this dialect for character design. I 

presume the author chose the dialect for its energetic traits due to Marika‟s outrages. 

 One of the questions in the survey asked the respondents to show their 

preference to one of the two available translations provided. In all 11 pages, the official 

VIZ Media translation was preferred. Reasons given were the fact that the eye dialect in 

the scanlation being a bit too excessive to the point it became unreadable, or that it 

stopped sounding natural. While I mentioned unnatural speech was equally present in 

the original Japanese text, one could argue that mixed dialect does not work in English 

role language in this case.  
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7. Discussion 

With shifts in stereotype traits allocated to dialects and the rise in popularity of the 

Hakata dialect, this series is a perfect modern example of showing exactly that shift. 

With code-switching, it activates translators to take an active approach at translating 

dialect, and dealing with a dialect that is not often translated before adds another 

challenge to translation strategies taken. My interview with the main translator of the 

scanlation shows some of these challenges (see Appendix G) 

There is a lot of room for improvement and expansion in regards to the case 

study of the thesis. Taking multiple characters from different series with different 

translators might give interesting results instead of looking at multiple translations of 

one series. Another example would be the introduction of other languages to explore a 

wider variety of translation procedures and stereotype allocation, such as Ruhrdeutsch 

for the German official translation of the Hakata dialect. Not to mention this kind of 

case study could help in regards to undermine the differences in stereotypes in other 

dialects other than the Hakata dialect. Now that we know that the "chivalrous" 

stereotype trait is only applicable to male speakers, perhaps separation of traits is 

apparent in different dialects as well. This thesis can be used as a foundation for other 

research on dialect translation in popular media for such reasons.  

However, the survey does have a few points of improvement. More than 50% of 

the respondents dropped halfway through due to the sheer length of the survey. It is a lot 

to ask from a respondent to read eleven pages and think of characteristics for every 

single one of them. There was no reward for taking the survey other than getting to read 

popular media, so I would advise fewer examples or more rewards. I also struggled with 

various kinds of bias. In an early pilot, one of respondents messaged that the word 

stereotype should be avoided in a cultural context, as it hold a negative nuance to many. 

I later revised this to "personal traits" but future surveys should take notice of this when 

researching stereotypes. Another type of bias is the fact that I always placed the official 

translation on the left and the unofficial translation on the right in the English survey, 

which should have been more randomized to avoid picking the same option. In fact, I 

probably should have separated both translations to each have their own survey for 

better comparison, but the lack of time and space prevented me from doing so. These 

are factors that could be taken in account for future research. 
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8. Conclusion 

This study focused on the translation decisions taken when translating dialect in popular 

media from Japanese to English, and the shift of stereotype traits in this process. In this 

case study, I specifically looked at the translation of the Hakata dialect in the manga 

Nisekoi.  

 

Translation of Dialect 

The first comparative analysis was done by listing all 312 textboxes that contained the 

Hakata dialect and compare them to the English translations. There are two available 

translations: the official translation by VIZ Media and the unofficial translation by 

scanlation groups. Eye dialect was applied by both VIZ Media and scanlation groups, 

with notably grammatical and lexical features from Southern American English. Out of 

the scanlation groups, only the first two did not use eye dialect and opted to neutralize 

the dialect to standard English instead. VIZ Media more eye dialect on characters that 

code-switched between standard Japanese and the Hakata dialect, but less so on a 

character that had a thick accent and kept using it throughout the series. Another reason 

is that they avoided using eye dialect when it is unimportant to the narrative and would 

only distract the reader. Both translations took the translation strategy of domestication, 

but they applied it through different translation procedures. VIZ Media focused more on 

register, using less eye dialect and more alternative fitting vocabulary. Scanlation groups 

generally only focused on eye dialect. 

 

Shift of Stereotype Traits 

The second comparative analysis was done by creating two identical surveys: one for 

native English speakers and one for native Japanese speakers. The respondents read 

through eleven pages of the manga where dialect was spoken, and Japanese and English 

speakers had to choose from the region dialect role language stereotype traits that were 

applicable in the Hakata dialect and the Southern American English dialect respectively. 

These stereotype traits were derived from a book on role language (Kinsui 2011). After 

eleven pages, they had to use the same traits to gauge their overall image on character 

speaking in the dialect. In Japanese, the top traits were cheerful, energetic, chivalrous, 

talkative and cute, the last one being a recent development in Japanese popular media. 

Chivalrous only applies to male speakers; cute only applies to female speakers. In 

English, the top traits were honest, talkative, energetic, cheerful and simple. Chivalry 

and cute are no longer represented. In general, role dialect in English has less impactful 

stereotyping compared to role language in Japanese.  
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The study showed that translators aim to localize the dialect in a domesticating way, 

with a componential analysis of how much of the original stereotypes they can retain. 

While the Southern American English dialect may be losing out on stereotypical traits 

such as chivalry and cute, it might also be the closest dialect English could have chosen, 

especially for a dominantly American audience. A balanced mix between eye dialect and 

region-based lexicon seems to be overall preferred in terms of readability. This kind of 

research could be repeated with different dialects and different sources of popular media 

to further expand on the study of translation of dialect and the study of regional dialect 

role language.  
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Appendix A 

Japanese Survey 

地域方言の役割語：博多弁のステレオタイプ 

調査の概要: 

このアンケートはライデン大学日本学科における方言ステレオタイプについての調査

に関するものです。日本語母語話者専用のアンケートですが、日本語学習者が記入し

ても構いません。回答には 15-30分かかります。 

      

リスク、利益、プライバシーの管理について: 

このアンケートを回答することにはリスクはなく、またこのアンケートに回答するこ

とによって、回答者に何らかの利益が生じることもありません。この調査に関わって

いる研究者、またその監督者のみが回答者の提供する情報を閲覧することができます。

また、回答者の提供する回答及び個人情報は機密情報として扱われます。      

連絡先：   

この調査に関して、何か質問や意見がおありの場合は、Stephan Jonkers ([OMITTED]) 、

またはその監督者、上垣渉 ([OMITTED]) までご連絡ください。 

 

あなたの性別を教えてください。 

▼ 男性  ... 女性  (2 options) 

あなたの年齢を教えてください。 

▼ 〜19歳  ... 70 歳〜 (12 options) 

あなたの出身地を教えてください。 

▼ 北海道  ... ＜国外＞ (48 options) 

【前の質問に＜国外＞を入れた方や日本語学習者】お国はどちらですか。 

________________________________________________________________ 
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方言についての質問 

あなたは方言を使いますか。もしそうだとしたら、どの方言を使っていますか。入力

は～弁で終わなければなりません（例：博多弁、大阪弁など）。もしそうでなかったら、

そのまま「使いません」を入力してください。 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

博多弁は聞いたことがありますか。 

 はい、聞いたことがあります。  (1)  

 いいえ、聞いたことがありません。  (2)  

 

(Automatically skipped if 「いいえ」 is answered in the previous question) 

どこで聞いたことがありますか。（友達、漫画、テレビなど） 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

漫画に出てくる博多弁   

次に漫画に出てきた博多弁のコマを 11 ページご紹介します。それぞれのページを読ん

で、博多弁に対する自分の印象に当てはまるイメージを選んでください。最後に、全

体的に博多弁を喋っている人にどのようなイメージを与えるかを教えてください。 

  

素材は「ニセコイ」の登場人物三人からの発言からです。ネタばれになりますので、

ご注意ください。 

サイトからキャラクター紹介を載せます。（参照： 

http://matome.naver.jp/odai/2142002082322757401） 

  

http://matome.naver.jp/odai/2142002082322757401
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橘万里花（たちばな まりか）   

警視庁警視総監の娘であり、かなり過保護に育てられたためか、ワガママを通

そうとしたり、一条楽への愛情表現も派手なことが多い。また過去にはイジメ

られていたこともあるが、そんなものは物ともしないメンタルの持ち主。だが、

一条楽に関することでショックがあると、他の誰よりも落ち込んだ様子を隠さ

ない。他、学力も運動能力も壊滅的に悲惨であり、動物は苦手、感情むき出し

になると九州弁が出る。幼少の頃に、一条楽と結婚の約束をしており、他にも

いろいろと覚えている様子だが、忘れている振りをしている。 

     

橘巌（たちばな げん）   

警視庁警視総監になるようなキャリア組でありながらも、若い頃は集英組と激

しいやり合いをしていたようで、ただのエリートではないことが窺える。だが、

万里花のことを溺愛しており、その周囲に警察の護衛を大量に動員したりと、

公私混同もする。 

     

篠原御影（しのはら みかげ）   

橘万里花と同じ中学校出身で、橘万里花と同じく九州弁を喋る。美人な外見だ

が、美人に目がなくオッサンめいた変態的な言動をする。また、橘万里花と出

会った当初は橘万里花をイジメていた主犯であった。   
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(11 manga pictures are shown in a random order, each with a short summary of the 

context followed by the following three questions: Specific personality traits, other traits 

and comments. The specific traits are placed randomly as well.) 

 

博多弁に対する自分の印象に当てはまるイメージを選んでください。 

 素朴  粗野  愚鈍  のんびり 

 我慢強い  上品  いじわる  明るい 

 あけすけ  けち  おしゃべり  豪快 

 男気  ハッピー  ぐうたら  しっかり 

 可愛い  その他   

 

「その他」なら、どのような印象が与えられますか。 

______________________________________________________________ 

【任意】他にコメントしたいときはこの欄をお使いください。 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
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この漫画を読んで、全体的に博多弁を喋っている人にどのようなイメージをお持ちで

すか。 

 とてもそう

思う 

ややそう 

思う  

どちらとも

いえない 

あまりそう

思わない 

全くそう 

思わない 

素朴            

粗野            

愚鈍            

のんびり            

我慢強い            

上品            

いじわる            

明るい            

あけすけ            

けち            

おしゃべ

り  

          

豪快            

男気            

ハッピー            

ぐうたら            

しっかり            

可愛い            

 

【任意】ほかの印象があったら、ぜひ教えてください。 

______________________________________________________________ 

ある研究者によると、九州方言の特有のイメージは「豪快」と「男気」です。漫画で

のキャラクターに対して、あなたのイメージはこのイメージと一致していると思いま

すか。 
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 1 2 3 4 5  

とても 

そう思う 

          全くそう 

思わない 

もし漫画家が別の方言（関西方言以外、例えばずうずう弁）を使ったとしたら、イメ

ージも変わったのでしょうか。 

 1 2 3 4 5  

とても 

変わる 

          全く 

変わらない 

 

【九州方言を喋っている人】この漫画をを読んで、方言の訛りに違和感を感じました

か。 

 1 2 3 4 5  

とても自然 

だった 

          とても不自然

だった 

 

【自由項目】博多弁（ステレオタイプやこの研究など）について感想等があればお書

きください。 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B 

English Survey 

Dialectal Role Language: The Hakata Dialect 

Stereotype in Translation 

Overview: 

This is a survey on the translation of dialect and its stereotypical traits from Japanese 

to English. It is part of a thesis from the Bachelor Japanese Studies at Leiden 

University. This survey is aimed at native and fluent English speakers. It will take 

around 15 to 30 minutes to finish.     

   

Privacy Statement:   

This survey will only be used for the purpose of research; there will not be any profits or 

risks involved. When the results of the study are reported, you will not be identified by 

name or any other information that could be used to infer your identity. 

 

Contact:   

If you have any questions in regards to this survey/thesis, please send a mail 

to Stephan Jonkers ([OMITTED]) or the thesis advisor, Wataru Uegaki ([OMITTED]). 

 

What is your gender? 

▼ Male, Female, Other (3 options) 

 

What is your age? 

▼ Up to 19 years old [...] 70+ years old (12 options) 

 

Where do you come from? (Country) 

________________________________________________________________ 
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If you're a native English speaker, please specify the state or region. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Questions regarding dialect usage. 

 

Do you use a dialect in English? If so, which dialect? If not, leave the answer as "I don't 

use a specific dialect". 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Have you ever heard any Southern American Dialect? 

 Yes, I have.  (1)  

 No, I haven't.  (2)  

 

(Automatically skipped if “No, I haven‟t.” is answered in the previous question) 

Where did you come across this dialect? (E.g. Television series, friends, etc.) 

________________________________________________________________ 

Manga containing (Southern American) dialect   

Next, I will show you 11 manga pages where a certain Japanese dialect is translated to 

English. There will be two different translations for each page. They may be hard to 

read without zooming in, in which case I suggest to use the provided link per page to 

enlarge it in a separate tab.   

 

Read the pages carefully (text bubbles go from right to left in a Japanese comic), and 

select which page you prefer the most translation-wise. Then, tick the personality traits 

that you feel are appropriate for the character speaking in dialect. Finally, after reading 

these 11 pages, grade the overall stereotype traits that you'd apply to the dialect usage 

you have just read through.  

 

The material used in this survey comes from the manga "Nisekoi" by Naoshi Komi. 

There are three characters that speak in a dialect. A fair spoiler warning for those 

interested in the series. Here's a short introduction of the three characters, translated 
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from a Japanese website. 

(Source: http://matome.naver.jp/odai/2142002082322757401)   

Marika Tachibana 

One of the three main heroines of the series. She's the daughter of the head of the 

Police Department, and as a result she was raised with a lot of over-protection, growing 

up with quite a selfish attitude. Her expressions of her feelings towards 

Raku Ichijo are therefore also over the top. She had been bullied in the past, but this 

doesn't seem to have left any mental scar. However, whenever Raku Ichijo is in trouble, 

she becomes more emotional than anyone else. Her academic and athletic ability are 

beyond hopeless, she can't handle animals, and when she becomes emotional, she 

starts speaking in a Kyushu dialect. During childhood, she made a promise to marry 

Raku Ichijo, and she seems to remember what happened in the past but acts as if she 

forgot all of it.    

  

Gen Tachibana 

Marika's father and the head of the Police Department. A long time ago there have 

seemingly been events of brawling with the Shueigumi (the group Raku belongs to). 

He's dotes his daughter a lot, to the point of mobilizing police forces to protect her, 

ultimately making a mess between public and private matters.   

  

Mikage Shinohara 

Mikage attended the same junior high school as Marika, and speaks in a Kyushu 

dialect all the time. She looks like a beauty, but talks and acts like an old geezer. In fact, 

it was Mikage who bullied Marika during her junior high school years.   
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(11 manga pictures are shown in a random order, each with a short summary of the 

context followed by the following four questions: Which translation is preferred [left: VIZ 

Media, right: scanlator], specific personality traits, other traits and comments. The 

specific traits are placed randomly as well.) 

 

Which translation do you prefer? (Left is by VIZ Media, right is by scanlator groups.) 

 1 2 3 4 5  

Left           Right 

 

What kind of personality traits would you apply to this scene based on the speech? 

(Based on both translations) 

 Simple    Vulgar    Unintelligent   Relaxed 

 Patient   Elegant   Mean    Cheerful 

 Honest   Stingy   Talkative    Energetic  

 Chivalrous   Happy  Lazy    Responsible    

 Cute   Other  
  

 

If you answered "Other", please state the trait here.  

________________________________________________________________ 

 

(Optional) If you have any other comments in regards to the page (e.g. you preferred 

just a part of one translation over the other, or you wondered about certain translation 

decisions), feel free to write them down here. 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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After reading these manga pages, how do you feel about this dialect? Please describe 

your image by grading the following traits. 

 
Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 

Simple            

Vulgar            

Unintelligent            

Relaxed            

Patient            

Elegant            

Mean            

Cheerful            

Honest            

Stingy            

Talkative            

Energetic            

Chivalrous           

Happy           

Lazy            

Responsible            

Cute            

 

(Optional) If you mentioned, or want to mention other traits, write them here. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

You have been reading translations from the southern Hakata dialect. According to a 

researcher, the southern dialects are specifically identified as "Energetic(豪快)" and 

"Chivalrous(男気)". Do you feel like these traits are justified in the English translation? 

 1 2 3 4 5  

I think so.           
I don't 

think so. 
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Would your image of these characters have been different if the translation was 

neutralized (no dialect) or had a different accent instead (e.g. Brooklyn). 

 1 2 3 4 5  

I think so.           
I don't 

think so. 

 

(Optional) If you have any comment in regards to the southern Japanese dialect 

(Hakata-ben), translation procedures or anything else related to this research, feel free 

to write them here. 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C 

Transcription of Manga used in Surveys 

A: Translation by VIZ Media 

B: Translation by Scanlators 

Volume 5, chapter 35 

Nande  sogen*  koto  made  wasure-yor*-u   to* =ka 

Why that matter extent to.forget-PRG-NPST NMLZ=Q 

„Why did you forget even that!‟ 

A) I know you ain't tellin' me you done totally forgot me! 

B) Why did you forget about that? 

Kotchi=wa jūnen=mo  omoi-tsuzuke-te  

Here=TOP  ten.years=EMP  think-continue-CONJ 

„I kept on thinking about you for 10 years...‟ 

A) I been carryin' 'round memories of you for ten years… 

B) I've remembered these past ten years. 

Nanchakancha*  hitotsu=mo nokor-an* goto*  oboe-tor*-u                 nni* 

Everything                single=EMP remain-NEG  as.if remember-CONT-NPST but 

„But you‟re acting as if you remember nothing at all!‟  

A) ...and you're tellin' me you done totally forgot me?! 

B) But you don't have a single memory at all!! 

Rak-kun=ga              kami=ba* naga-i  onna.no.ko rashi-ka* 

Raku-HON=NOM** hair=ACC** long-ADJ girl              looking.like-ADJ 

ko=ga   suki  ii-yor*-u=ken* 

girl=NOM like to.say-PRG-NPST=CONJ 

„Raku, because you said that you liked girly girls with long hair...‟  

A) Rakky, you told me you liked long hair... 

B) Rakkun..! You said that you liked girls with long hair... 

Kami=ba*  nobashi-te kotoba.zukai=mo naoshi-te 

Hair=ACC grow-CONJ wording=INC  to.fix-CONJ 

ganbat-te  kawari-yot*-ta  bai!* Yatoni* 

to.work.hard-CONJ        to.change-PRG-PST SFP However 

„I grew my hair, and I fixed my wording.... „I really tried my best to change! However...‟ 
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A) So I grew my hair long... an' learned to talk all proper-like!! I worked so hard at it… 

B) So I grew out my hair... ...and changed how I talked… I did my best to change… 

Rak-kun=wa zenbu wasure-ta=de              sumase-yor*-u  ki=ka 

Raku-HON-TOP all forget-PST=CONJ to.leave-PRG-NPST intent=Q 

„Do you really mean to say you‟ve forgotten everything!?‟ 

A) But... Now you're tellin' me... ...you done totally forgot me?! 

B) And yet... Rakkun... You just forgot it all!!! 

 

Volume 5, chapter 36 

Marī  omae=wa  an* otoko=ga sui-tor-u*               to*=ka 

Mari you=TOP that man=NOM to.like-CONT-NPST   NMLZ=Q 

„Mari, do you like that boy?‟ 

A) Mari, you've taken a shine to that boy? 

B) Mari, do you like that boy? 

Soi*=nara oi*=ga kekkon=no yakusoku=ba* shi-te-ki-te      

That=COND I=NOM marriage=GEN promise=ACC     to.do-CONJ-to.come-CONJ 

yar-u=ken* 

to.do.for.smn-NPST=CONJ 

„If that‟s the case, I will make a promise to get you married [to him].‟  

A) I'll make a promise with his pa for you two to get married. 

B) If you do, I'll go get permission for you to marry him. 

Rak-kun=wa dogan*  onna.no.ko=ga    suki=to* 

Raku-HON=TOP what.kind girl=NOM    like=Q 

„What kind of girl do you like, Raku?‟ 

A) Hey Rakky… What kinda gals d'you like? 

B) Rakkun, what kind of girl do you like? 

 

Volume 5, chapter 37 

Yo-ka*   youyatto* hara=ba* wari-yot*-ta=ka  

Good-ADJ finally  stomach=ACC to.divide-PRG-PST=Q 

„Good. You‟re finally speaking heart-to-heart.‟ 

A) Good. You're finally being straight with me. 

B) Good. You're finally talking to me man-to-man. 
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Mada  waka-i  toni* sou              warikire-ru mon demo  

Still young.ADJ despite like.that to.be.split-NPST thing such.as 

na-ka*   yaro*=shi  

not-ADJ  probably=CONJ 

„You‟re still young so it‟s probably not something to fret about that much.‟ 

A) Ain't easy talking straight to someone older than you. ** 

B) You're young, so you don't need to be so focused on one person. 

Souiu  tōmawari=mo ima=wa hitsuyō-na hazu=bai* 

That.kind.of detour=INC now=TOP important-ADJ case=SFP 

„That kind of hopping around is also important right now.‟ 

A) Besides, young people need to sow some wild oats. 

B) You should move around a bit. 

Soija  nani=ka wai*=ha onna=de       asobi-yor*-u=to* 

In.that.case what=Q  you=TOP woman=INS   play-PRG-NPST-Q 

„In that case, are you just playing around with women then?‟  

A) What?! She ain't? You some kinda playboy, kid? 

B) Huh? What the hell? Are you just playing around with girls? 

Izure=wa musume=wo shiawase=ni shi-te        mora-u=ken* 

Someday=TOP daughter=ACC happy=ADV to.do-CONJ   to.take.NPST-CONJ 

Kakugo=ba*   shi-t-ok-e 

Preparedness=ACC to.do-CONJ-to.do.smth.in.advance-IMP 

„[...] As such, one day I‟ll have you make my daughter happy. Prepare yourself.‟ 

A) Anyway, I'm counting on you to make my daughter happy one day. 

B) You better be ready to make my girl happy. 

 

Volume 8, chapter 65 

Ā Rak-kun=ga              o*-ru=bai* Rak-kun Rak-kun 

DM Raku-HON=NOM to.be-NPST=SFP Raku-HON Raku-HON  

„Ah, it‟s Raku! Raku, Raku!‟ 

A) Why, if it ain't my beloved Raki-poo!! Raki-poo, Raki-poo! 

B) Oh, Ra-kkun's here. Rakkun, Ra-kkun.. 

Rak-kun Rak-kun dai.bōraku 

Raku-HON Raku-HON big.crash  
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nanba*  ii-yot*-ta-ri  shi-te 

QUOT  to.say-PRG-PST-CONJ to.do-CONJ 

„Raku, raku, distrakution! Or something like that!‟ [wordplay] 

A) Oh, Raku... You Raku my world! Hey, wasn't that a good one? 

B) Ra-kkun, Ra-kkun, the violent Ra-kkun. Or so he's called. 

hora  Maiko-san gibu=to* gibu shi-yo*=tto* 

DM Maiko-HON give.up=Q give.up to.do-PRG=Q 

„Hey Maiko, do you give up? Say „uncle‟!‟ 

A) Heya, Maiko... Give up yet? Say uncle!  

B) Hey, Maiko-san. Uncle? You going to say uncle?  

Gibu   se-n-ba              sono megane kachi.wari-yo*-tto*=yo 

Give.up   to.do-NEG-COND that glasses              to.shatter-PRG-NMLZ=SFP 

„If you don‟t give up, I‟ll break those glasses of yours!‟ 

A) Say uncle or I'll bust yer glasses!! 

B) If you don't I'm going to make your glasses break! 

 

 

Volume 11, chapter 95, excerpt #1 

Yo-katta chanto  a-e-ta-tcha* 

Good-PST properly to.meet-POT-PST-NMLZ.COP 

„Thank goodness! I finally found you!‟ 

A) Girl, I'm so glad I found ya! 

B) Thank goo'ness! I was able ta see ya! 

Dogan* shi.ta=n*              kyū=ni 

What.way to.do-PST=NMLZ suddenly=ADV 

„What are you here for all of a sudden?‟ 

A) Where'd you come from? 

B) Whatcher here so sudden fer? 

Mikage=ba*  ii-mas-u  dōzo yoroshi-ku               des-u 

Mikage=QUOT to.say-POL-NPST please best.regards-ADV COP-NPST  

„I‟m Mikage. Pleased to meet you.‟ 

A) Ahm Mikage. Pleased to make your acquaintance. 

B) Hello, I'm Mikage. It‟s very nice to meet you. 
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Soi*=de nashite* kogan*    tokoro i-ru=n*   kai=na* 

That=CONJ why  this      place to.be-NPST=NMLZ Q=SFP 

„So, why are you here?‟ 

A) So whatcha doin' here? 

B) So whya here'na place like dis? 

Tamatama kotchi=ni yōji  at-ta=ken* 

Coincidentally here=ALL business to.exist-PST=CONJ 

Tsuide=ni              kao=ba* mi-te-kō*               omo-tchi* 

Incidentally=ADV face=ACC to.see-CONJ-to.come.VOL to.think-CONJ 

„I just happened to have some business over here and figured I‟d check up on you while I‟m 

at it.‟ 

A) Ah was in the vicinity so I figured I'd swing by an' say hi! 

B) I jus' happen'd ta have some business o'er here an' thought I'd come see yer face. 

Son*=nara oshie-te-kure-rya  yo-ka*  toni* 

That=COND to.tell-CONJ-to.receive-COND good-ADJ if.only 

„You should have told me so in that case.‟ 

A) Well, why didn't ya say so? 

B) Well then ye should've tell'd me beforehan'... 

Kotchi=ni=wa    donkurai*  ir-are-ru=n*           uchi  ima=kara       gakkō=batten* 

Here=DAT=TOP    how.long    to.be-PASS-NPST=Q  I        now=ABL       school=CONJ 

„How long are you going to stay here? I have class right now, so...‟ 

A) How long are ya gonna be here? I hafta get to school... 

B) How long canya stay o'er here? I got school startin' now... 

 

Volume 11, chapter 95, excerpt #2 

Aikawarazu  ya-ru  koto gōin=to*=ne 

As.always to.do-NPST thing forceful=NMLZ=SFP 

„You‟re as forceful as ever in what you do.‟ 

A) I see you're as pushy as ever! 

B) Ye're forceful in whatcher do, as always... 

Doganshe*-ya*=ken*              Marika=no gakkō  dogan* kanji=ka      

might.as.well-COP=CONJ  Marika=GEN school what feeling=Q  
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shiri-ta-katta=to*=yo 

to.know.DES-PST=NMLZ=SFP 

„I was wondering what your school is like, so I figured I might as well [visit]‟ 

A) Aw c'mon! I just wanted to check out yer situation!  

B) Wha' can I do? I wanted ta see whatcher school was like. 

Ō  minna  hyōjungo  tsuka-ttor*-u=bai*  

Oh everyone standard.language to.use-cont-npst=sfp 

Dorama=demo  mi-yō*   ki=no           su-tto*=yo 

TV.drama=EMP.ACC to.watch-PRG.NPST feeling=NOM   to.do-CONT=SFP 

Oh! Everyone‟s using standard Japanese! It feels as if I‟m watching a TV drama! 

A) Wow! Y'all talk so nicely! It's like livin' in a movie! 

B) Ohh! Y'all use standard Japanese! Feels like I'm inna drama or somethin'! 

Watashi=wa Marika=to onaji chūgakushusshin=bai* 

I=TOP  Marika=COM same alma.mater=SFP 

„Marika and I come from the same middle school.‟ 

A) Marika 'n' I went to junior high together!  

B) I'm from the same middle school as Marika! 

Ichinen=no koro=kara zutto shin’yū  to*=yo 

First.year=GEN time=ABL always best.friend NMLZ=SFP 

„We‟ve been best friends since the first year!‟ 

A) We've been BFFs since our first year! 

B) We've been bes' friends since we were firs' years! 

 

Volume 15, chapter 129 

Sorya  sō=bai* agen*      tsumeta-ka*   taido   

DM that.way=SFP that.kind   cold-ADJ           attitude  

tor-are-ta-n-cha*     suki-n*    nar-e-ru                          wake na-ka* 

to.take-PASS-PAST-NMLZ-CONJ        like-DAT    to.become-POT-NPST way not-ADJ 

„Of course! There‟s no way he‟d like someone who took such a cold attitude.‟ 

A) Of course he has! How could he like someone who treats him so coldly?! 

B) Wella 'course he does! Dere's no way he'd like anyone who spoke to 'im so cold...!! 

Dō  su=tto*=yo             chōshi.nori-sugi-ta=bai* 

What.way to.do=NMLZ=SFP  to.be.carried.away-too.much-PST=SFP 

„What do I do? I got too carried away!‟ 
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A) Now what? I got carried away!! 

B) Wha' should I do? I got carried away...!! 

Kira-ware-yo=tto*=ka  kira-ware-yo=tto*=ka 

to.hate-PASS-PRG=NMLZ=Q to.hate-PASS-PRG=NMLZ=Q 

Dogen* su-ru=bai*   

What.way to.do-NPST=SFP 

„Does he hate me now? Does he hate me now? What should I do?‟ 

A) Does he hate me? Does he hate me? What'll I do?  

B) Does he hate me now!? Does he hate me now!? What'm I gonn' do!?  

tashika=ni saisho koko made su-ru  tsumori=wa 

indeed=ADV at.first here extent to.do-NPST intention=TOP 

„I never meant to go this far...‟ 

A) I never meant for this to happen... 

B) Thinkin' 'bout it, I wasn't plannin' on goin' this far... 

 

Volume 21, chapter 182 

Soko=no  gen.tōshu=ga                Marika=n*  okāsan=bai* 

There=GEN  current.family.head=NOM Marika=GEN mother.hon=SFP 

„The current family head over there is Marika‟s mother.‟ 

A) Marika's mother is the grand matriarch.  

B) An' the current head of that family is Marika's mother.  

Kon ie=wa               daidai   josei=ga  tōshu=ba*           tsutome-ru 

This house=TOP generations woman=NOM family.head=ACC       to.act.as-NPST 

ie=nan=batten*  

house=NMLZ=CONJ 

„Throughout the generations, the women were the leaders in this family.‟ 

A) The women were always the leaders of her family. 

B) Tha's house's tradition is fer a woman t' lead the family. 

Mukashi=kara   karada=no  yowa-ka*  chisuji       mitai=de  

Long.time.ago=ABL body=NOM  weak-ADJ lineage      looks.like=CONJ 

Marika=mo  reigai=ya*   na-katta=bai*  

Marika=INC  exception=EMP.COP not-PST=SFP 
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„For ages, they have a history of frail health, and Mariko is no exception to this.‟ 

A) But they were usually sickly girls... ...And Marika was no exception. 

B) Apparently, the family's got a history of bein' frail. An' Marika was no exception. 

Souiu   jijou=mo  at-te   ie=n*      sonzoku=ni  

That.kind.of situation=INC to.exist=CONJ house=GEN  continuance=DAT 

kanshi-te   shoushou  kabin=de=na 

in.regards.to-CONJ quite  oversensitive=CONJ=SFP 

„As such, the family has become quite oversensitive in regards to lineage.‟ 

A) For that reason. They're kinda oversensitive about having an heiress. 

B) So there's that and they have t' think 'bout continuin' the family lineage. 

Marika wa  kahogo  katsu kibishi-ku   sodate-rare-ta      to*=yo  

Marika=TOP overprotection and    strict-ADV    to.be.raised-PASS-PST     NMLZ=SFP 

„Marika has been raised in an overprotected and strict manner.‟ 

A) They've always been super strict and overprotective with Marika. 

B) They were overprotective of Marika, and she was raised strictly. 

Honrai=nara               shourai=no  kekkon.aite=mo jiyuu=ni    

Normally=COND future=GEN  marriage.partner=INC free=ADV    

erab-e-n*-katta  hazu=bai*  yakedo* 

to.choose-POT-NEG-PST  case=SFP however 

„And normally, they can‟t freely choose their own future spouse. However...‟ 

A) Normally the girls don't get to pick their own husbands. But in Marika's case... 

B) And ordinarily, she wouldn'ta been able t' pick who she marries, either. But... 

Marika=wa  karada=no*  ryōyō.chū    anta-to       deat-ta-cha* 

Marika=TOP body=NOM in.recuperation   you-COM    to.meet-PST-NMLZ.COP  

„While Marika was in recuperation, she met you.‟ 

A) Marika started gettin' better... ...when she met you. 

B) While Marika was recoverin' for her health, she met ye. 

Soko=de  Marika=wa okāsan=ni              kōshō=ba*  

There=LOC Marika=TOP mother.HON=DAT negotiation=ACC  

mochikake-ta-n*=yo 

to.propose-PST-NMLZ=SFP 

„At that point, Marika went on to negotiate with her mother.‟ 

A) So Marika went to her mother and made a deal. 

B) An' so Marika attempted t' negotiate with her mother. 
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jibun=ga kekkon    deki-ru              nenrei=n* nat=tara  

oneself=NOM marriage to.be.able-NPST age=DAT to.become=COND 

Ichijō.Raku=no     kayo-u  gakkō=ni kayow-ase-te 

Ichijō.Raku=NOM   to.commute-NPST school=ALL to.commute-CAUS-CONJ 

hoshi-ka*=tte 

want-ADJ=QUOT 

„When she becomes of marriageable age, she asked to go to the school Ichijo Raku is going 

to. 

A) When she was of marriageable age... She wanted to go to your high school... 

B) She wanted t' be able to go t' the same school as Raku Ichijou once she came of 

marryin' age.. 

 

Volume 21, chapter 183, excerpt #1 

Dogan*  shi-ta=to*  daijoubu=ne*  anta  

What   to.do-PST-Q all.right=Q you 

nanka  mi-ta   koto  na-ka*  kao  shi-tō*=yo 

DM to.see-PST NMLZ not-ADJ face to.do-cont.NPST=SFP 

„What happened? Are you all right? I‟ve never seen that face before‟ 

A) Marika?! You okay?! I've never seen ya like this!! 

B) Marika, what's wrong!!? You okay?! I've never seen ya like this!! 

Sorya  kogen* kao  ni-mo      naru       to*=yo 

DM this face DAT-EMP to.become-NPST     NMLZ=SFP 

Shosen  uchi=wa  shoubu=n*  make-ta            makeinu=bai*  

After.all  I=TOP  battle=DAT to.lose-PST loser=SFP 

„Of course I‟d look like this. After all, I‟m a loser who lost their fight.‟ 

A) You'd look like this too... I took a gamble and lost. 

B) Well 'course I'm makin' a face like this. In the end, I'm jes' a dog who lost. 

Koi*=de  uchi=no  jinsei=wa  shuuryou 

This=INS I=GEN   life=TOP end 

Oshimai  baibai  sayonara mō  dōdemoi.i  puuu 

End  bye.bye bye  already indifferent=ADJ DM 

„With this, my life comes to an end. The end, bye bye, sayonara. I don‟t care anymore! 

Pfff.‟ 
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A) My life is over. Done. Bye-bye. Sayonara. Nothing matters now. Pffft! 

B) With this, my life's come t' an end. The end. Bye-bye. Sayonara. Who caaaares 

anymore. 

Ō  are-to*-n*=ne 

DM to.be.ruined-CONT-NPST=SFP 

„Oh... You‟re in quite the bad shape.‟ 

A) Oh... you're in bad shape. 

B) Ooh... ye're in a bad mood... 

 

Volume 21, chapter 183, excerpt #2 

Sō=ne   tanoshi-katta-n=bai*  honto=ni 

That.way-SFP to.be.fun-pst-NMLZ-SFP really=ADV 

„That‟s right. It was really a lot of fun.‟  

A) Yes... it was fun... It really was. 

B) No, it was fun. It really was.  

Hito=n* koiji=ba*  jama  bakka  shi-yot*-tō*               kuse=ni 

Person=GEN romance=ACC intrude always do-prg-CONT.NPST habit=DAT 

honto=wa  dare  yori   junjou=na  Tsugumi-san  toka 

really=TOP anyone more.than pure=ADJ Tsugumi-HON    such.as 

„Like Tsugumi, who always interrupted my romance but was more pure than anyone.‟ 

A) Tsugumi is always blocking my way... ...but she is really super pure of heart... 

B) Like Tsugumi-san, who despite getting in the way of my love all the time, was actually 

the most pure-hearted outta anyone. 

Dokomademo ohitoyoshi=na               Onodera-san  toka 

Thoroughly softhearted=ADJ Onodera-HON such.as 

„Or Onodera, who was softhearted to the core.‟ 

A) And Onodera is the nicest person you'd ever meet.  

B) Or Onodera-san, who was always nice t' a fault. 

Honto=wa  kowagari  nanni*  ganbat-tō*                  Yui-san  toka 

Really=TOP timid  despite to.work.hard-CONT-NPST  Yui-HON such.as 

„Or Yui, who did her best despite being really timid.‟ 

A) And Yui plays it so brave, even though she's a total chicken. 

B) Or Yui-san, who always tried her best, even though she was really scared deep inside. 
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Nandakanda  mendou.mi.no.yo-ka*    Miyamoto-san  toka 

Somehow good.at.taking.care-ADJ   Miyamoto-HON such.as 

„Or Miyamoto, who is in some way very good at taking care of people.‟ 

A) And Miyamoto acts cool, but she's really a caring friend. 

B) Or Miyamoto-san, who was always good at lookin' after people. 

Hentai kidori=batten*  ichiban  mawari=ba*         yō*      mi-tō*   

Pervert attitude=CONJ best  surroundings-ACC  well      to.look-CONT.NPST 

Maiko-san  toka 

Maiko-HON such.as 

„Or Maiko, who was the most aware of his surroundings although he had a pervert attitude. 

A) And Maiko always plays the perv, but he's super aware of everyone's feelings. 

B) Or Maiko-san, who was always the most observant of what went on 'round him, even 

though he passed it off as bein' a perv. 

 

Volume 21, chapter 187 

Son.gao*  waka-ki*  toki=no  chichioya=ni  sokkuri=bai* 

That.face young.ADJ  time=GEN  father=DAT  similar=SFP 

'Your face, it's like your father's when he was young.' 

A) You look... Just like your father when he was your age. 

B) That face o' yers. It's jus' like yer father's when he was young. 

Otona=wa  shigarami=no                 ō-ka*=de   ik.e.n*=na 

Adult=TOP  obligations=NOM   many-ADJ=CONJ  to.go-POT-NEG=SFP 

Wai*=jaa  tsuma=n*  kokoro=ba*  ugokas-e-n*-katta 

I=EMP.TOP  wife=GEN  heart=ACC  to.move-POT-NEG-PST 

„We adults have too many fetters. I wasn‟t able to change my wife‟s mind.‟ 

A) We grown-ups have too much baggage holding us back. I couldn't change my wife's 

mind. 

B) We adults have too many fetters on us. I wasn't able t' change my wife's heart. 

Batten* kimi-ra=nara  mada  nanika  chansu=no*  ar-u       kamoshiren 

But   you-PL=COND still  some  chance=NOM  to.be-NPST perhaps 

‘But perhaps you might still have a chance.‟ 

A) But you young'uns might actually stand a chance. 

B) But you still might be able t' do something 
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Suki=n*  suru=ga  yo-ka* 

Like=ADV  to.do=NOM  good-ADJ 

„Do what you have to do.‟ 

A) Do what y'all gotta do. 

B) Ye jes' do as ye please. 

Atoshimatsu=wa             otona=n*  makase-te           shinji-ru           you=ni  

settlement=TOP    adult=DAT  to.leave.to.smn-CONJ to.believe-NPST way=ADV  

su-reba  ee*   Marika=n*  koto  tanon-da=zo 

to.do-COND  good  Marika=GEN  matter  to.entrust-PST=SFP 

'Do what you want to do and leave the rest to the adults. Take care of Marika.' 

A) We grown-ups will do our best to follow up. Do what's best for Marika. 

B) Ye can just leave the cleanup t' the adults. I'm leavin' Marika t' you. 
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Appendix D 

Glossing Abbreviations 

This thesis adapts the Leipzig Glossing Rules for morpheme-by-morpheme glosses 

(Comrie et al, 2008). One exception is the usage of the asterisk. While the asterisk is 

normally used in this set of rules to denote ungrammaticality, here I used it to denote 

non-standard Japanese syntax, specifically syntax that is more unique to the Kyushu 

dialects.

ABL Ablative 

ACC Accusative 

ADJ Adjective 

ALL Allative 

ADV Adverb 

CAUS Causative  

COM Comitative 

COND Conditional 

CONJ Conjunction 

CONT Continuous 

COP Copula 

DAT Dative 

DM Discourse marker 

EMP Emphatic 

GEN Genitive 

HON Honorific 

INC Inclusive 

IMP Imperative 

INS Instrumental 

LOC Locative 

NEG Negative 

NMLZ Nominalization 

NOM Nominative 

NPST Non-past 

PASS Passive 

POT Potential 

PRG Progressive 

PST Past 

Q  Question 

QUOT Quotative 

SFP Sentence-Final-Particle 

TOP Topic 

VOL Volitional 

*   Non-standard regional 

dialect (Hakata dialect) 
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Appendix E 

Translation Procedures 

Several translation procedures as described by Newmark (1988) which may be relevant 

to manga translation in general. Those covered in the thesis are in bold. 

 Transference, the direct transfer of a SL word to a TL text;  

 Naturalization, adapted transfer to standard morphology of TL;  

 Cultural equivalent, replacing a cultural-bound term from the SL with a fitting TL 

one;  

 Functional equivalent, neutralizing a culture-bound term;  

 Descriptive equivalent, short explanation of a transferred cultural-bound term;  

 Componential analysis, using a TL word that is chosen based on shared and 

different components;  

 Transpositions, grammatical shift from SL to TL;  

 Modulation, semantic and perspective shift from SL to TL;  

 Compensation, loss of components are compensated throughout the TL;  

 Notes, additional supplementary explanations. 
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Appendix F 

Southern American English Eye Dialect  

Nagle & Sanders (2003) compiled the appendix of American English (Wolfram & 

Schilling-Estes, 1998) for a list of grammatical features found in southern speech. 

AAVE specific features are omitted. Those covered in the thesis are in bold. 

 adoption of second person plural form y’all 

 double auxiliary might + could 

 irregular verb/adverb patterns in the rural South, such as fixin‟ to 

 completive DONE in AAVE and in Anglo American vernaculars  

 be+s in some parts of the South influenced by Highland Scots and Scots-Irish 

 a-prefixing in Appalachian English and other rural varieties  

 are absence in Southern Anglo and AAVE 

 singular s on plural verbs in rural Upper and Lower South 

 -ly absence in Appalachian and Ozark English  

 plural -s absence with measurement nouns, especially in isolated southern areas 

 possessive forms ending in -n in phrase-final position in Appalachian English 

 relative pronoun absence in subject position in southern-based varieties 

 existential they in southern-based vernaculars 

Additionally, these are the non-standard spelling conventions I categorize: 

 velar fronting (g-dropping) 

 final cluster reduction (broader perspective) 

 unstressed initial syllable loss („cause) 

 Southern Vowel Shift (Labov, 1991) 

 monophthongization of /ay/ to [a:] 

 usage of ain‟t as be+not or have+not (did+not is used in AAVE) 

 relaxed pronunciation (kinda, sorta) 
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Appendix G 

Interview with Scanlation Translator 

I tried reaching out to the scanlation groups responsible for the translation of Nisekoi. 

Unfortunately, most groups have dissipated throughout the years, but I managed to 

contact the last active translator who translated the majority of the samples that were 

used in this thesis. The following is a reply to a short list of questions I asked: 

 

Is the translator/editor a native English speaker? And if so, which area? 

I'm a native English/Japanese speaker. Specifically, I was born in Japan to a 

Japanese family, moved over to America at a very young age, and spent a lot of time 

bouncing back and forth between the two countries, which was enough to get me fluent 

in both languages. I lived in Illinois while I was translating Nisekoi. [The proofreader] 

is Dutch, and not a native English speaker 

 

Was it a conscious decision to translate the dialect into Southern American English? 

Not quite sure what this question is asking. Of course it was a conscious 

decision. It'd be a bit of a strange coincidence otherwise. Though "Southern American 

English" sounds kind of weird. It's more just the southern dialect of American English, 

rather than English from South America. The dialect was chosen because the Hakata 

dialect in popular Japanese culture is regarded as a hickish, country accent that Marika 

was embarrassed of because she wanted to be a proper lady for Raku. English doesn't 

have dialects that are as distinct as the ones in Japanese, so the southern one was just the 

easiest and most straightforward way of going about things. 

 

How does the translator/editor feel about stereotypes linked to the dialects? 

I don't care either way about the stereotypes. I've met people with southern 

accents that are wonderful, elegant, and refined, but it doesn't change the fact that the 

pop culture view of the dialect leans one way over the other. I imagine that to an author, 

the dialects are a convenient way to introduce interesting character traits in the form of 

tropes that he can trust the audience to be familiar with. 

 

Did time-pressure of fast scanlating affect translation of the parts where dialect was 

used? 

I'll be honest. The dialect used in the translation was kind of a mess. Between 

stuff like whether I should use "t'" or "to" etc. or whether consonants in the middle of 
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two-syllable words should be replaced with apostrophes, the phonetic accent was pretty 

inconsistent. I didn't really have the time or whatever to go back to previous chapters to 

check on the particulars of previous instances of the dialect (especially since Marika 

chapters were somewhat sparse), and it was even worse for Mikage, whose accent was 

slightly thicker than Marika's. 

 


